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In the last few years several works have been devoted to evolution 
equations in non cylindrical domains (see [S, 11, 121 and the references 
cited therein). For instance, in [7, 51 the parabolic problem is studied 
4(& x) = MC x) +f(t, x) inQr 
u( t, x) = 0 onr, O-ct-cT (1) 
4% x) = uo(x) in QO, 
where 
Qr= u M-4 Tr = LC?, (the boundary of Sz,) 
o<t<r 
and fEL2(QT), uo~L2(SZO). In (1) 1;2, is assumed to depend smoothly on t (see section 2.2 for precise hypotheses). In the above papers, a suitable 
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change of variables is performed to reduce (1) to a problem in a cylindrical 
domain. 
In the present paper we develop a new method which consists of trans- 
forming (1) into a non-autonomous initial value problem in the Hilbert 
space H = L2(RN), 
u,(t, .I =-4(t) u(c .I +f(t, .), 40, . ) = &I(. 1, (2) 
where bWLco, rl is a family of operators with variable domains. 
Roughly speaking, we turn the variation of a geometrical domain into the 
variation of the domain of a linear operator. It is important to note that 
no restriction on the moving boundary is made except for smoothness. 
We now explain our method in the simple case of problem (1). The 
family of operators {A(t)} tE to, T, is defined as follows. Denoting by S2: the 
complement of Sz, in RN, we set 
D A(t) = {Y E L2(RN); YI,, E H2(Q,) n HA(L),) and yia; EH2(Q,) n HA(SZ;} 
A(t)y=zeH, where s 
(3) 
zqSdx= 
RN s yA4dx RN 
for all 4 E C “(RN) satisfying 4 = 0 on rl. Then, we show (see Proposi- 
tion 2.1.1) that A(t) is the generator of an analytic semigroup in H and 
Therefore, the Kato-Tanabe theory [9] for evolution equations can be 
applied to (2). This has been done in [6], where further egularity proper- 
ties of solutions have been obtained by using the results of [ 1,2]. 
All this being said, we note that, in the specific case of the Heat Equation 
(l), the method of the present paper does not seem to improve the results 
that can be deduced by the change of variables technique. 
However, the abstract set-up (3), along with estimate (4), turns out to 
be useful in the analysis of the Damped Wave Equation 
utt(t, x)= 444 x) + ~46 xl) +A& x) in QT, K>O; 
u( t, x) + KU,( t, x) = 0 on r,, O<t<T (5) 
40, x) = %dx); 40, xl = h(X) in Q, 
on which this paper is focussed. 
Physical motivations for studying (5) come from several problems of 
continuum mechanics, such as the equation of an elastic membrane with 
damping, which is viscously supported at the boundary (see Remark 2.2.2 
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for a discussion of this example). Higher order equations, such as the 
“beam equation,” could also be treated by the present approach. 
We note that problem (5) seems hard to treat by reduction to a cylindri- 
cal domain, due to the presence of the second order derivative u,,. To 
explain the difficulties that arise in this situation, consider the case n = 1, 
IC = 1, f= 0, Q, = IO, a(t)[, where a is a smooth positive function in [0, T]. 
Then Eq. (5) reads as follows: 
u,,(t, xl= %(t, xl + u,,,(t, xl; T>t>O, O,<x<a(t). (6) 
Now, by setting u(t, a(t) x) = o(t, x), j(x) = l/a(t), we obtain that u solves 
the problem 
u,,(t, x)= CP2M + V(t) P’(t) - P’2wl Uxx(4 x) + P2(Q u,,,(t, XI 
+ b2(t) P’(t) lJ,,,(t? x)-V’(t) Ul,(h x)-P”(t) u.,(t, xl (7) 
for 0 d t d T, 0 6 x 6 1. Notice that Eq. (7) is somewhat unusual because of 
the term u,,,. 
On the other hand, (5) can be put in the abstract form 
u,,(t, .)= A(t)(u(t, .I+ J%(t, .I) +f(t, .); 40, .)= %I(.), u,(O, .I = u1t.1. 
(8) 
Then (8) can be reduced to a first order problem for which the 
Kato-Tanabe conditions hold (see Lemma 1.3.1). 
Now, some comments on the boundary condition 
u( t, x) + KU,( t, x) = 0 onr, O<t<T (9) 
are in order. In the cylindrical case Sz, = 52,, one can easily solve the dif- 
ferential equation in (9) for any XE r,. Thus, recalling the compatibility 
condition ~(0, x) = uO(x) = 0 on r,, we derive the usual Dirichlet boundary 
condition u( t, x) = 0 on r,. 
In general, we do not know whether (5) is well posed if (9) is replaced 
by u(t, x) = 0 on T1. Further observations concerning condition (9) are 
given in Remarks 1.3.4 and 2.2.4. 
Let us now describe the structure of the paper. There are two sections: 
Section 1, devoted to the abstract initial value problem, and Section 2, 
concerned with the analysis of the Damped Wave Equation. 
Section 1 is split into three subsections. In 1.1 we fix notation and 
assumptions. In 1.2 we study an abstract evolution equation under the 
Kato-Tanabe conditions. We adapt the procedure of [l, 21, which treated 
this problem in C( [0, T]; H), to give a self-contained treatment in 
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L*(O, T; H). Note that these results do not follow immediately from the 
cited works. Finally, 1.3. is devoted to the abstract Damped Wave 
Equation (2). 
1. SOME RESULTS ON NONAUTONOMOUS CAUCHY PROBLEMS 
1.1. Notation and Assumptions 
Let H, 1.1 be a Hilbert space and denote by L?(H) the Banach algebra 
of bounded operators in H with norm j].]I. 
Consider a family of linear operators {A(t)},, c0, =, in H with dense 
domains DActj. We study here the initial value problem 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t) +f(t), O<t<T 
(1.1.1) 
u(0) =x, 
wherefELl(0, T; H) and XEH. 
We will prove existence and uniqueness of strong solutions to (1.1.1 ),
under the following assumptions: 
(H-I) there exist constants M> 0 and 8 E 142, x] such that the 
resolvent set p(A(t)) contains the sector Se = {A E C: larg A.1 < 0} and 
for all A E Se and t E [0, T] 
(H-II) for all A E Se and XE H the mapping t + R(A, A(t)) x is 
differentiable and the estimate 
II ; WA A(t)) II 
holds for all Iz E S, and t E [0, T]. 
Remark 1.1.1. Note that (H-II) yields the differentiability of t + eca(‘)x 
for all x E H and 5 > 0. We set 
N(t, {) x =; etAct)x. (1.1.2) 
Then 
Nt, <)x=&j ;R(i, A(t))xdl, tE [0, T], [>O, (1.1.3) 
Y 
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where y is a Jordan curve in C joining toe-‘” with a&‘, lying on the right 
hand side of the spectrum 0(,4(t)) and oriented in the customary way. 
Furthermore, 
tE [O, T], <>O. (1.1.4) 
The proof of these facts may be found in [ 1,2]. 
Finally, we denote by DA&i, 2) the real interpolation space defined in 
[lo] with norm 
112 
IxI1,* = 
i 
lorn IA(t) e~~4(‘)Xl* d(} 
1.2. Existence and Uniqueness of Strong Solutions 
Throughout this section we assume hypotheses (H-I), (H-II). Moreover, 
we set 
L’(0, T; Dn)= (u~L’(0, T; H): ~(t)~D~(,)a.e. and AuEL’(O, T; H)}. 
DEFINITION 1.2.1. A function uE L’(0, T; H) is called a strong solution 
of problem (1.1.1) if there exists a sequence {uk}, USE W’,‘(O, T, H)n 
L’(0, T; DA) such that 
(i) uk + u, U;-AUk+f in L’(0, T, H); 
(ii) &(O) + x in H. 
If fe C( [0, T]; H), then the existence and uniqueness of the strong solu- 
tion to (1.1.1) are derived in [ 11. This approach can be easily adapted to 
the case of fE L’(0, T, H) and yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.2.2. Assume (H-I), (H-II). Let x E H and f~ L’(0, T; H). 
Then there exists a unique strong solution u E C( [0, T]; H) of (1.1.1) given 
by 
u( 2) = e’A(r)x + e(f-s) A(l)g(S) ds, 
where g(s) is the solution of the integral equation 
(1.2.1) 
g(t)+j’N(t-s,s)g(s)ds=f(t)-N(r, t)x (1.2.2) 
0 
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and N is the operator defined in (1.1.2). Moreover, u(O) = x. Furthermore, if 
f E L*(O, T; H), then 
u(t) EP4(& 2) (1.2.3) 
for all 0 < t < T. 
Proof: We sketch a proof for the reader’s convenience. 
Step 1. Solution of (1.2.2) when x = 0. 
Let fc L’(0, T; H). Then Eq. (1.2.2) can be uniquely solved by a 
standard fixed point argument, due to the estimate (1.1.4) and Youngls 
inequality. Itfollows that there exists a constant C, such that 
II gll L’(0, T; H) 6 c, tlfli L’(0, r; H)’ (1.2.4) 
Moreover, if f~ C’( [0, T]; H), a E 10, l[, then, by the same method, we 
find 
II Al C’([o, T]; H) G c2 lkfll P([O, 7-l; H)’ (1.2.5) 
Step 2. Strict solution of (1.2.1) when x = 0 and f~ Ca( [0, T]; H). 
Since f~ C”([O, T]; H), by step 1, we have that ge C”([O, T]; H). 
Define 
z(t) = jd e (f-s) A”)g(s) & z,(t) = jd e (r--s) &“‘g(s) &
NJ t, t ) = $ etAn(‘)x, (1.2.6) 
where A,(t) = nA(t) R(n, .4(t)) are the Yosida approximations of A(t). It is 
easy to see that z, converges uniformly to z in [0, T]. To prove that z is 
a strict solution of (1.1.1) we differentiate z, : 
A(t) = g(t) + A,(t) J”: e(‘--s)An(r)g(s) ds +” N,(t -s, s) g(s) ds 
0 
= g(t) + An(t) z,(t) + j’ N,(t - s, $1 g(s) ds 
0 
A,(t)z,(t)=A,(t)~~e(f-s)R.(‘)[g(s)-g(t)]ds+e’An(‘)g(t)-g(t). 
Now 
M,(t) e “-“‘“n”‘[g(s)-g(t)]11 <Const (t-ss(“-l; 
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moreover (1.1.4) holds for N,(t, 5) uniformly in n, as one can check via the 
Dunford integral. Therefore, by the closure of A(t), we conclude that 
z(t) EDA(,) Vt E [0, T], A,(t) z,(t) + A(t) z(t) uniformly in [0, T], and 
z’(t)=g(t)+A(t)t(f)+/‘N(f-s,s)g(s)ds. 
0 
In view of (1.2.2) z is the required solution. 
Step 3. Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions when x = 0. 
Assume that fe C’( [0, T]; H); then, by (1.2.6), we have 
(1.2.7) 
Let feL’(O, T; H). There exists a sequence {fk} in C”([O, T]; H) such 
that fk + f in L’(0, T; H). If zk is the strict solution of the problem 
4x(f) = A(t) z!At) +f(t), O<t<T; Zk(O) = 0, 
then by (1.2.7) we conclude that zk + z in C( [0, T]; H) and z is given by 
(1.2.6). Thus, z is the unique strong solution of (1.1.1). 
Step 4. Existence and uniqueness of strong solutions for general x. 
Since N( ., .) XE L’(0, T; H), in view of (1.1.4), from step 3 it follows that 
the problem 
u’(t)=A(t)u(t)+f(t)-N(t, t)x, O<t<T; u(0) = 0 
has a unique strong solution uE C( [0, T]; H). Then it is easy to check that 
u(t) = u(t) + erA(‘)x 
is the unique strong solution of ( 1.1.1). 
Step 5. Proof of (1.2.3) 
LetfE L*(O, T; H). Then the solution g of (1.2.2) isin L2(0, T; H). Now, 
let t E 10, T] be fixed. Then eSA(‘)x E DA(,). Also, by well known results on 
the initial value problem in a Hilbert space (see for instance [4]) we have 
that i(s) = SS, e(S-u)A(‘) g(o) da belongs to L2(0, T; Da& n W1~2(0, T; H). 
In particular, c(t) ED~(~)(~, 2), by a standard interpolation argument (see 
[IO]). The proof is thus complete. 1 
Remark 1.2.3. Let UE L’(0, T; H) be the strong solution of problem 
(1.1.1) and let (~4~) be a sequence in W’,‘(O, T; H)n L'(0, T, DA) such 
that 
6) uJ( -+ u in L’(0, T; H); 
(ii) uh-A~=f~+f in L’(0, T; H); 
(iii) z+(O) = xk + x in H. 
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Then we claim that 
Uk + 24 in C( [0, T]; H). (1.2.8) 
In fact, as easily seen, zk = uk - u is the strong solution of the problem 
z;-Azk=fk-f; z/JO) = Xk - x. 
Now, let g, be the solution of (1.2.2) with x = xk and f = fk. Then g, -+ g 
in L’(0, T; H). So, by (1.2.1), we obtain 
I%(t)-U(t)l= Izk(t)l +-x +j; Ids)-g,(s)1 d } 
for all t E [0, T]. The conclusion (1.2.7) is thus proved. 
1.3. The Abstract Wave Equation with Damping 
We consider here the problem 
u”(t) = A(t) u(t) + xA(t) u’(t) +f(t) 
u(0) =x (1.3.1) 
u’(O) = Y, 
where bWLCO, rl is a family of linear operators in H with dense 
domains Da([) and K is a positive constant. 
We rewrite (1.3.1) as a first order problem in the Banach space 
$3 = HO H by setting 
U(t) = (u(t), u’(t)). (1.3.2) 
Define 
DWz(t))= ((5, +)~53; 4 +dWNt))) (1.3.3) 
‘Wt)(L $) = (tip A(t)(t + 4)). (1.3.4) 
Then problem (1.3.1) is equivalent o 
U’(t)=%(t) U(t)+F(t), O<t<T; U(O) = UC!, (1.3.5) 
where 
F(t) = &f(t)); uo = (x9 Y). (1.3.6) 
As easily checked, since K > 0, the resolvent set p(N(t)) of ‘2X(t) contains a
sector SB = (2 EC; larg II < e}, for some 0 E ]7r/2, n[. Moreover, we have 
W, Wt))(t, +) = W,,(t, 1) 5 + Rdt, 1) $9 &,(tr 2) t +&At, 2) G), 
(1.3.7) 
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where 
1 
’ =Ic(kc+l) + fc2(hc + 1)2 R (& A(t)) 
(1.3.8) 
R,,(~,~)=(I.‘-~KA(~)-A(I))-~=&R (&A(d) (1.3.9) 
R21(t, n)=A(t)(l*-&A(t)-A(t))-’ 
1 A2 -- 
= hc+l +(AIC+l)ZR & A(t)) 
(1.3.10) 
R,,(tJ)=i.(l’kA(t)-A(t))-‘=&R (A, A(f)). (1.3.11) 
To apply the results of the previous ections to problem (1.3.1), we have to 
check that {W)l,.~O,T1 fulfills the hypotheses of Section 1.1. This is 
indeed the case if {A(t)},, c0, =, satisfies (H-I), (H-II). 
LEMMA 1.3.1. Assume (H-I), (H-II). Then ‘S(t) generates an analytic 
semigroup in 5j and the estimates hold that 
where M, is a constant which depends on K. 
Proof. By using (H-I) and (H-II) to estimate the norms of R, and their 
derivatives with respect o t, we obtain 
for some positive constant C. Now the conclusion (1.3.12) follows 
from (1.3.8)-(1.3.11).  
We define a strong solution u to problem (1.3.1) in such a way 
that (u, u’) = U is a strong solution of (1.3.5), that is, a function 
UE W’,‘(O, T, H) is said to be a strong solution of (1.3.1) if there exist wo 
sequences {u,}, { uk} in W’,‘(O, T; H) such that 
(i) ZQ+KV~EL~(O, CD,)) 
(ii) 40) -+ 4 ~~(0) - Y in H 
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(iii) Uk --f u in W’~‘(O, T; H)) 
(iv) u; - Vk + 0, u;-A(u,+ icVk)-+f in L’(0, T; H). 
From Theorem 1.2.2. we get the results below. 
THEOREM 1.32. Assume (H-I), (H-II); let X, y E H and f E L’(0, r; H). 
Then there exists a unique strong solution u E C’( [0, T]; H) of problem 
(1.3.1). Moreover, u(O) =x, u’(0) = y. Furthermore, zff E L*(O, T, H), then 
u(t) + Jcu’(t) E b(r)($, 2) (1.3.14) 
for all 0 -c t -c T. 
Proof By defining VI(t), UO, and F(t) as in (1.3.3), (1.3.4), and (1.3.6), 
in view of Lemma 1.3.1 and Theorem 1.2.2 we conclude that problem 
(1.35) has a unique strong solution iJ= (u, v) E C([O, T]; b). 
Moreover, if { U,> = { ( uh, vh)} is an approximating sequence as in 
Definition 1.2.1, then by Remark 1.2.3 we obtain that u,, + u and v,, + u in 
C([O, T]; H) so that u(0) =x, u(O)= y. Also, as u;-uk -+O in L’(0, T, H), 
we have that v = u’. 
Finally, (1.3.14) follows directly from (1.2.3) and from the lemma below, 
which characterizes the interpolation space D,(,,(&, 2). 1 
LEMMA 1.3.3. Assume (H-I). Then 
&(& 2) = { (5, ti) E 53; 5 + 4 E e4& 2)) 
for all 0 < t 6 T. 
Proof. Assume < + icIC/ E DAuJ(i, 2). By the definition f DA&i, 2) as 
trace spaces (see [lo]), we have that 5 + rcIC/ = w(0) for some function 
W: 10, cc [ + H satisfying 
6 w(s) E L*(O, 00; DA& & w’(s) E L*(O, co; H). (1.3.15) 
Now, let u: 10, cc [ + H be such that 
& u(s) E a&*(0, 00; H), & v’(s) E L*(O, 00; H), and * = v(0). 
(1.3.16) 
Define U(S) = w(s) - KU(S). Then, by (1.3.15) and (1.3.16), itis easily seen 
that 
J (u’(s), u’(s)) E L*(O, 00; HI, & (u(s), u(s)) EL*(O, ~0; &(J, 
(u(O), V(O)) = CL $1. 
So (4, I/) ED,,,,(i, 2). The proof of the converse inclusion is similar. 1 
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Remark 1.3.4. Finally, we give some comments on the abstract 
framework we have used in this section. For simplicity, in the following we 
assume that A(t) is self-adjoint a d negative. 
It is useful to consider the autonomous case A(t) = A. Then, besides 
HO H, one can choose several pivot spaces, such as 
&I=D/zOH, (1.3.17) 
which is the most commonly used. In this case, problem (1.3.1) is equiv- 
alent to 
U’(t) = BU(t) + F(t), O<t<T; U(O) = u,, 
where 
Now, recalling (1.3.7), . . . .(1.3.11), one can easily check that 
R(1,23)(5, +) = R(1, a)(<, II/) for all (5, ll/)~$,, and so the two semi- 
groups e’% and erB coincide on sj, .Pulling this result back onto problem 
(1.3.1), we conclude that the two set-ups are equivalent if XE Dn. 
On the other hand, in the non-autonomous case at hand, the choice of 
pivot space as in (1.3.17) would lead to an evolution equation in a family 
of Hilbert spaces depending on time, which does not seem easy to treat. 
2. EVOLUTION EQUATIONS IN NON-CYLINDRICAL DOMAINS 
2.1. Preliminary results on Parabolic Operators in Moving Domains 
Let V: [0, T] x RN -+ RN be a given vector field, such that I’( ., x) is 
continuous uniformly in x and V(t, .) is twice continuously differentia.ble 
with bounded second order derivatives, Let T,(x) denote the associated 
flow, i.e., 
-$ T,(x) = V(t, T,(x)), tE [0, T-J, x E RN T,,(x) = x. 
For any t we view T, as a smooth transformation fRN + RN. 
Let Q, be a bounded domain in RN with smooth boundary r, and 
define 0, = T,(Q,), Tt = XJ,. Let A( t, x) be an N x N real symmetric matrix 
satisfying the ellipticity condition: 
at, xl 5.5 2 4512, for all reRN and some v>O. (2.1.1) 
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Let US introduce a family of operators {A(t)}t, c0, =, in L2(RN) = H as 
follows: denoting by QS the complement of Q, in RN, we set 
D A(f) = {Y E L*(R’?; YW, E H2W,) n HAlfi,) and yin; E H*(Q;) n H@T)l 
A(t)y=z~H, where s z4dx= RN s 
y div( A V$) dx 
R” 
for all 4 E Cm(RN) satisfying 4 = 0 on Tt. For y E Da(,) we set u = yIR,, 
w = y,,;, and we use the notation y = u” + w”, where u” (resp. w”) denotes 
the function obtained by extending u (resp. w) on RN by defining it equal 
to 0 on QT (resp. 52,). 
We will now check that the abstract assumptions of Section 1 hold in the 
present situation. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.1. There exists 9 E R such that the family 
{A(t)-~~),.~o,.~fulfil~s W-1). 
Proof: LetfE L*(R”). By the results of [3] we conclude that there exist 
PER and 0~]7~/2, n[ such that, for all AES~,@= {AEC; larg(l-o)l <0}, 
the problems 
lu - div(A Vu) = f in s2,; u=o on Tr 
(2.1.2) 
Iw - div(A VW) = f in 527; w=o on T1 
have unique solutions u(t), w(t) with y(t) = u’(t) + w’(t) EDa(!), and the 
estimates hold that 
IA - 4 lu(f)l* + JIB3 IWt)l* d WI2 
IL-4 Iw(t)l2+ jr33 IVw(t)l*< WI,, 
(2.1.3) 
where I . ( 2 represents the L2-norm. From (2.1.3) we conclude that 
IINk 4t))ll i?(H) d j&Y (2.1.4) 
which implies the conclusion with q = o + 1. 1 
Remark 2.1.2. The constant C in (2.1.3) can be chosen to be independ- 
ent of t. Indeed, if we perform the change of variables U = u 0 T,, W = v 0 T,, 
problems (2.1.3) can be set in the fixed domain Q. as 
AU-J(t)-‘div(B(t)VU)=fo T, in Go, u=o in f, 
AW-J(t)-‘div(B(t)VW)=foT, in 8;, w=o in r,, 
(2.1.5) 
where 
J(t) = det(DT,); B(t)=J(t) DT;’ A(t)” TTDT;‘. (2.1.6) 
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Now, applying the results of [3] to (2.1.5), we obtain estimates of the form 
(2.1.3) on U and W. Moreover, the constants in these estimates depend 
only on the ellipticity constant and the continuity moduli of the coefftcients 
of (2.1.5). Since these coefficients depend on t in a smooth way, our claim 
follows 
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. There exist q E R such that the family 
P(t) - v%, co, r] fWs (H-11). 
Proof: Let f E L’(R”). Then R(1, A(t))f= u’(t) + w’(t), where u, w are 
the solutions of problems (1.2.2). Now, by known results in moving 
domains theory (see [12]), it follows that t--f u(t)’ and t + w(t)’ are 
differentiable in L2(RN) norm and their derivatives, written as u’(t) and 
w’(t), are given by 
u’(t),n,= U’(tbT,-‘+Vu(t)f (T,-I); u’(t) ( ICY = 0 
w’(t),,,= w’(t)0 T;’ +Vw(t) .; (T,-‘); 
(2.1.7) 
w’( t),a, = 0. 
In (2.1.7) U’ and W’ are the derivatives with respect o t of U and W and 
satisfy the equations 
AU’-J(t)-‘div(B(t)vU’)=F(t)~H-‘(Q,), U’=Oinr, 
LW’-J(t)-‘div(B(t)VW’)=G(t)EH-‘(Qg), w’ = 0 in r,, 
(2.1.8) 
where 
IIFII H-‘(Ro) G c U-II 2; IIGIL-I,,;$ C Ilfll2. (2.1.9) 
Now, recalling (2.1.3), again by the results of [3] applied to U’, W’ we 
conclude that 
b’ll2~ l12-ol c Iv-II2 IIw’IIz-- ,l-ol c-s-  llfllz (2.1.10) 
and this completes the proof. 1 
2.2. The Damped Wave Equation in Moving Domains 
Let V(t, X) be fixed and define 52, as in the previous section. In the 
moving domain 
QT= u {t)xQt o<r<r 
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we consider the damped wave equation 
~,,(t, x)= divC4t, x) V(u(t, x) + w(t, x))] +f(t, x) in QT 
u( 2, x) + Jcu,( t,x) = 0 onr, VO<t<T (2.2.1) 
40, x)=&l(x); 40, x) = u,(x) in Sz,, 
where MEL’, u,,, ui ~L~(52~), and ,4 E C1(QT; RN*) is uniformly 
positive definite as in (2.1.1). Obviously, A can be extended to RN in such 
a way that the extension (still denoted by A) is smooth and uniformly 
positive definite. Therefore, by extending f( t, ) by 0 in S2T and uO, ui by 0 
in 0; we conclude that the family of operators {A(t)},, c0, r,, defined as in 
Section 2.1, satisfies a sumptions (H-I), (H-II). In order to derive from 
Theorem 1.3.2 an existence and uniqueness result let us introduce the 
spaces 
L’(0, T; L2(L2,)) = {ula7; uE L’(0, T; L2(RN))} (2.2.2) 
C’(CO, Tl; L2W,))= {Q,~; UE C’([O, Tl; L2(R”))}. (2.2.3) 
THEOREM 2.2.1. For any f~L’(0, r; L2(Q,)) and uO, u, EL~(SZ,,) there 
exists a unique strong solution UE C’( [0, T]; L2(0,)) of (2.2.1). Moreooer, 
for any t > 0 u(t, .) + Jcu,(t, .)belongs to HA(O,) and u satisfies the equation 
in the following weak sense: 
jpTwWxdf+SL,r(~+ Ku,)div(AVd)dxdt+l f4dxdt=O 
QT 
ford ~~EC~~HA(Q.). 
Remark 2.2.2. Going back to the physical example of an elastic mem- 
brane with damping which is viscously supported at the boundary, we note 
that the corresponding equation has the form 
dt, x)=c244t, x)+w(t, x))+f(t, x) in QT, 
where c=fi T, p, p being the density distribution i the isotropic case. 
When the boundary of the membrane moves, p varies in such a way that 
membrane mass = s At, xl dx. R, 
Therefore, by differentiation, 
5, R $(t,x)dx+j- p(t,x) V(t,x)dH,p,(x)=O. r, 
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Now, if p(t, X) = p(t) (which is reasonable to assume if the speed V is not 
large), then 
$(I)= -Hn-I(rQt) 
H”(Q,) . 
Consequently, the coefficient matrix /i(t, x) of Eq. (2.2.1) is given, in this 
case, by 
Since 
8V To H,- I(r,) 
at=-p H,(Q,) ’ 
the only constraint we need to assume on the moving domain is that the 
last term does not blow up in finite time. 
Remark 2.2.3. We conclude by comparing our treatment of the 
Damped Wave Equation in a moving domain with the analysis of the 
cylindrical case. 
If Q,=Q,, the choice (1.3.17) would be the natural “translation” ofthe 
Dirichlet boundary condition u(t, .) = 0 on T,. However, as we observed in 
Remark 1.3.4, we recover the same condition in our framework provided 
that a0 E HA(O,). 
On the other hand, in the non-cylindrical case, the choice (1.3.17) leads 
to the difficulties explained in Remark 1.3.4. In our opinion, the Damped 
Wave Equation might even be ill-posed under the Dirichlet boundary 
condition u( t, . ) = 0 on Tr. 
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